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The Colombian government and the Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia (FARC) have
begun a historic exchange of sick prisoners that could be the first major breakthrough since peace
talks began more than two years ago. Meanwhile, the leader of the right-wing paramilitary forces
has resigned, evidently because of internal divisions following a government crackdown.
Freed in the mountains of western Tolima state were Col. Alvaro Leon Acosta Argote and three
crew members of the helicopter downed by the FARC in April 2000. They were turned over to a
humanitarian commission headed by government peace commissioner Camilo Gomez Alzate and
George Comninos, Colombian coordinator of the International Red Cross (Comite Internacional de
la Cruz Roja, CICR). The released officers were flown to a hospital in Cali.
Acosta is suffering from pneumonia and is paralyzed because of the helicopter crash that led
to his capture. Visibly tired, Acosta, who said he tried to commit suicide three times during his
captivity, called on soldiers and police officers still held by the FARC not to lose faith. President
sees agreement as validation of peace process The four were the first of 42 soldiers and police to be
released by the FARC as part of the agreement signed June 2.
The agreement was reached following a meeting between Gomez and FARC commander Manuel
"Tirofijo" Marulanda. It was signed in the village of Los Pozos in the 42,000-sq km distension zone
by Gomez and FARC representatives Joaquin Gomez and Jorge "Mono Jojoy" Briceno Suarez. The
release of the soldiers and police being held by the FARC and the ill rebel prisoners will be done in
three stages, after which the FARC has promised to release another 100 prisoners. About 350 FARC
combatants are in prison, while 400 soldiers are believed to be in FARC custody.
"Here is the clear demonstration of the will to consolidate the peace process," President Andres
Pastrana said. He said the agreement was "the first step toward humanizing the armed conflict." It
was the first concrete accord in more than two years of talks between the 17,000-member FARC and
the government and the only humanitarian agreement in a war in which 40,000 have died in the past
decade.
"This agreement proves it is possible to sign accords with the FARC that could soon lead us to
peace," said Gomez. "Many people have lost faith in the peace process and would like to see war,
but war only brings more war. We have built much confidence between the two sides that will
bring results soon. It takes time to build a process like this." Marulanda said a second agreement
was possible, "as well as a third, until we achieve what all Colombians are longing for a negotiated
solution to the social and armed conflict."
The prisoner exchange could galvanize the flagging peace talks, and it raises hopes that other
agreements will follow on some of the 12 points in the agenda set by the insurgents and the
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government at the start of the negotiations. The next agreement could eliminate unconventional
weapons, like the homemade gas-cylinder bombs used by the FARC, said former security advisor
Alfredo Rangel.
Exchange of prisoners has some opponents
Army hard-liners opposed the exchange saying the FARC is using it to obtain the release of
commanders with combat experience. And the US, with US$1.3 billion in aid approved for the
Plan Colombia anti-drug trafficking effort, was unenthusiastic. "As a result of two and a half years
of negotiations, this is all they [the guerrillas] can offer?" asked Assistant Secretary of State Peter
Romero. "It would not be my recommendation to the president or to the secretary of state to engage
in any negotiations until the FARC shows good faith, and that is not the case yet."
Paramilitaries are major obstacle to peace
A major stumbling block in the peace process has been the right-wing paramilitary groups, backed
by wealthy ranchers, drug lords, and sectors of the armed forces. On May 24, the FARC gave a report
to the 10 countries supporting the peace process attributing the lack of progress in the peace talks to
the government's inability to control the paramilitary groups.
But on June 5, FARC spokesperson Raul Reyes said the government had made advances in its effort
to rein in the paramilitary groups. "We see some important steps in the state's struggle against the
paramilitaries, which could help convince both Colombians and the international community that
the government really has an interest in combating this scourge," said Reyes on Radio Caracol.
The US recently classified the paramilitary Autodefensas Unidas de Colombia (AUC) as a terrorist
organization and banned visas for those suspected of collaborating with them.
The nongovernmental press organization Reporteros Sin Fronteras has named the AUC as one of
the principal "predators of freedom of the press." "What is certain is that paramilitarism was the
creation of a counterinsurgency policy and it grew so large that [AUC commander Carlos] Castano
lost the ability to control it," said labor leader Luis Eduardo Garzon. "The monster grew and now no
one knows what to do with it."
AUC leader resigns
On May 30, a short message appeared on a Web site used by the AUC purporting to be Castano's
"irrevocable resignation" as head of the AUC. Initially, many believed the posting to be a hoax
perpetrated by hackers. Others, however, said it could be real, given the growing divisions within
the organization. Analysts said AUC leaders who operate in the Medio Magdalena region have
become increasingly at odds with those in Cordoba and Uraba led by Castano.
The paramilitaries under Castano's command have been accused of particularly brutal massacres,
and leaders in the Magdalena Medio blame Castano for the government's decision to crack down
on them. Most analysts said the divisions centered on whether to retaliate for recent attacks by the
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state, which in the past had been permissive toward the AUC. The attorney general's office has
intensified its operations against the AUC's financial structure.
In late May, public prosecutors raided the offices of the Cordoba Cattle Ranchers Federation,
arresting three people and seizing computers believed to contain information about paramilitary
finances. Agents also raided ranches belonging to prominent civilians suspected of being
paramilitary supporters in northern Cordoba state, where Castano has been based for years. One
home raided in the state capital, Monteria, belonged to Martha Dereix, wife of Victor Salvatore
Mancuso, second in command in the AUC.
Moreover, during the last few months, the Colombian military has been more energetic in pursuing
the AUC, in large part as a result of pressure from Europe and from human rights organizations.
Pastrana said recently that 242 paramilitary fighters had been captured so far this year, compared
with 82 in January through May of last year.
On June 5, the Miami Spanish-language paper El Nuevo Herald reported that Castano's Miami
lawyer, Joaquin Perez, had confirmed that the raids and divisions regarding retaliation led to
Castano's resignation.
On June 6, following a four-day meeting, AUC commanders announced they had accepted
Castano's resignation. The announcement said the AUC would have a nine-member ruling
council. Castano and Ernesto Baez would assume the political leadership of the group. Rangel
said Castano's move to political tasks could mean the creation of a formal political arm that would
push for government recognition and inclusion in peace negotiations. The AUC has long called for
political recognition from the government, but that is unlikely in the year that remains in Pastrana's
presidency. "If Castano disappears from the scene, and nobody with the same national political
leadership abilities emerges...this could degenerate into regional wars," said Rangel.
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